
Location : Vista CA

System Size 172.8 kW

Number of Panels 480

Annual Energy Cost
Savings

$45,000

VISTA GARDENS
MEMORY CARE
Located in Vista, CA, Vista Gardens Memory Care
offers senior care services personalized for each of
their community members to enhance their quality of
life and provide their family with peace of mind.

Project Specs

The Project Challenge
(Pain Point)

+ High Energy Costs

+ 24/7 senior memory care services
resulted in high electricity for Vista
Gardens

+ Leadership at the facility anticipated
electricity costs to increase in the future

+ The organization needed a low-cost
energy solution to mitigate high energy
expenses.

"As a full-time senior living and memory care
service provider, Vista Gardens is a constant
consumer of energy. With a wide-array of
offerings for their community members
including various therapies, around-the-clock
security, and 5-acres of amenities, their
average electric bills averaged out at over
$4700 per month. Vista Gardens searched for
a lowcost renewable energy solution with
great financi"

Baker Electric
Project Manager
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The Baker Solution
Vista Gardens and a third-party consultant with Next
Grid Partners, LLC had a solar capacity in mind when
Baker began planning the project. At one point during
the system planning phase, the project budget
changed slightly. The Baker team quickly adapted to its
clients needs and worked with all parties to reduce the
system size after contract to satisfy the new budget
requirement. In the end, the project consisted of a
quantity of 480 360-watt rooftop panels with SolarEdge
inverters, delivering 172.8 kilowatts (kWs) of clean,
photovoltaic energy. Baker was able to provide a 5
year production guarantee for the whole solar
installation - an industry rarity.

The Result
Vista Gardens is already seeing results of their solar
investment, with significantly lower electricity bills for
their facilitiies. They are pojected to save over $45,000
annually in electrical costs. In addition to the savings,
working with Baker was the perfect fit for their facility.
Despite being in operation 24/7 suring all phases of
construction, Vista Gardens received 0 complaints
from their community members, staff members and
neighbors.
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